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The developer of the Custom ROM has made the stock Android
6.0.1 ROM completely free of bloatware and crapware. The ROM

only comes with three app pre-installed. The ROM is incompatible
with non-realme devices and won't work on a realme device.

custom ROMs are platform specific and normally not compatible
with other phones. However, developers are fine tuning Android
Q Beta ROM on Realme phones and working on updating ROM
that will work on other phones. The custom ROM is compatible

with all devices realme devices, except for other variants.
Although the Android Pie update for the Realme 1 has been

released, it is only for the reference devices of the Realme 1, and
not for the Realme 1L, 2 and 2L. Realme fans and developers

have been striving to bring Android Pie to the Realme X, although
the chances of doing this right are slim, with the stock Android

Pie ROM. The unofficial Android 10 download includes the
LineageOs 16.0 custom ROM. The ROM has some problems,

including the VoLTE, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth cannot work. However,
the Wi-Fi and Bluetooth can be turned on only once it is paired.
The first official Android Pie ROM for the Realme 1s, Realme 1
and Realme 2 has been released and is called LineageOS 17.1.

Like the previous LineageOS versions, it will need you to flash to
a custom ROM on another phone if you want to try it out. The

official ROM contains the latest security patch and new Android Q
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Beta. The developer of the custom ROM has made the stock
Android 9 Pie ROM completely free of bloatware and crapware.
The ROM only comes with three app pre-installed. The ROM is

incompatible with non-realme devices and won't work on a
realme device.
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There's an unofficial Android 10 download for Realme X2. The
ROM has some problems, including the VoLTE, Wi-Fi and

Bluetooth cannot work. However, the Wi-Fi and Bluetooth can be
turned on only once it is paired. It seems like Google has planned
to launch the Android 11 update for the Pixel 3 and Pixel 3 XL in
the New Year, and now it has finally happened. Official build of
Android 11 has been rolled out to the phones from the Pixel 3
series. You can head over to this page to check the Android 11

update for your phone. The Nokia 9 PureView has never received
an official Android 11 update, but now there seems to be hope as

the operating system has been merged with stock AOSP 11.0.
This is a clear indication that the two will be merged in future

patches, and we can expect the phone to get the update pretty
soon. The initial Android 11 update for the Honor 9X also had a

handful of bugs and issues. A few months later, a second Android
11 update arrived for the phone. This one fixed the issues and
added Android 11 features, but it did so in a non-standard way
and required the use of a third-party app. Recently, the third

update arrived, and it is officially the last. the official rom of the
realme x2 (rmx1991) also comes with a bunch of new features as
well. according to the changelog, the rom is based on android 11,
which means that it has a brand new security model as well. you
can also see that there are quite a few new features present on

this rom. there are also a few other changes that have been
made to this rom. the most notable one is probably the new
"cyanogenmod" feature. this feature allows you to install the

popular cyanogenmod custom rom on your phone. this means
that you can get access to a ton of features, including the

android pie update, which was recently released. these features
are enabled on this rom because they are official features that

are not available on the official rom. the rom can be downloaded
from the link below. 5ec8ef588b
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